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Abstract
Time series models are often used in the analysis of meteorological phe-
nomena to model levels of rainfall, temperature and levels of air humidity
series in order to make forecasting and generate synthetic series which are
inputs for the analysis of the inuence of these variables on the quality of
life. Relative air humidity for example, has great inuence on the count
increasing of respiratory diseases, especially for some age populations as
newly born and elderly people. In this paper we introduce a new modeling
approach for meteorological time series assuming a beta distribution for
the data, where both the mean and precision parameters are being mod-
eled. Bayesian methods using standard MCMC (Markov Chain Monte
Carlo Methods) are used to simulate samples for the joint posterior dis-
tribution of interest. An example is given with a time series of 313 air
humidity observations, measured by a wether station of Rio Claro, a city
localized in S~ao Paulo state, southeastern of Brazil.
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1 Introduction
Many aspects of the meteorological cycle could be described by time series data.
Meteorologists, usually use time series data to evaluate the climatic conditions
and predictions. In many studies, hydrologists also use time series data for
displaying the amount of rainfall that has fallen in a region for the past days,
years or a period of 10 years (see for example, Guimaraes & Santos ,2011, and
Lee & Lee, 2000)
Time series models are often used in meteorology to model relative air hu-
midity times series in order to make forecasting and to generate synthetic series
which are inputs for the analysis of meteorological phenomena (see Abu-Taleb
et al., 2007 and Barros et al., 2001). Modeling meteorological variability is
very important in the planning and management of resources of the city, region
or country. Important wether related variables given by a time series model
describe and give estimates for the relative air humidity parameters. A time
series model estimates the relative air humidity parameters. Dierent existing
time series models as ARMA and higher orders of MA models have been ex-
tensively used by some authors to analyze meteorological time series (Katz, et
al., 1981). Other modeling approach also have been used by some authors to
analyze meteorological time series as spectral analysis models (Jones, R. H.,
1964, and Evan et al., 2011).
The weakly relative air humidity series typically have a periodic behavior
in the mean and variance and in general periodic autoregressive models are
adopted to analyze de data(Chiawa et al., 2010). Usually, standard probability
distributions are assumed to analyze meteorological time series as the normal,
log-normal, and gamma distributions can be found in the literature (Cepeda-
Cuervo et. al, 2012, and Sarraf et al., 2011).
In this paper it is assumed that the air humidity observations are tted by
a beta distribution B(pi; qi), with mean and precision given respectively by (2)
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and (3), respectively. To illustrate the application of the modeling approach,
we consider a time series related to the weekly humidity average measured in
the city of Rio Claro, S~ao Paulo state, located in southeastern Brazil, from
18/10/2002 to 08/10/2008. This time series is showed in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: The humidity time series data and the tted periodical mean
From Figure 1, we can see that the variability in the maximum values of
the series is larger than the variability in the valleys. To account for this het-
eroscedasticity in the time series of streamows, the model proposed in this
paper assumes seasonal and autoregressive models for the mean and for the
precision of the models. In this way, we propose a new general periodic and
heteroscedastic model, in which the variance also presents a correlation struc-
ture between the present data with the past values of the air humidity.
This paper is structured as follows: in section 2, we introduce the proposed
model; in section 3, we present a Bayesian methodology to analyze the data;
in section 4, we introduce a new proposed model;in section 5, we present an
application of the proposed methodology; nally, in section 6, we present some
conclusions
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2 Beta regression models
A random variable Y has a beta distribution if its probability density function
is given by,
f(yjp; q) =  (p+ q)
 (p) (q)
yp 1(1  y)q 1I(0;1)(y); (1)
where p > 0, q > 0 and  (:) denotes the gamma function. If Y is a random
variable with a beta distribution, the mean  = E(Y ) and variance 2 =
V ar(Y ) are given respectively by,
 =
p
p+ q
; (2)
 =
p q
(p+ q)2(p+ q + 1)
: (3)
Some reparametrizations of the beta distribution given in (1) can be more
appropriate to analyze the data. As a rst one, let us consider  = p + q; in
this parametrization, we can see that p = , q = (1   ) and 2 = (1 )+1 .
In this case,  can be interpreted as a precision parameter in the sense that,
for xed values of , larger values of  correspond to smaller values of the
variance of Y . This reparametrization was proposed in Cepeda (2001). With
this reparametrization, the density of the beta distribution (1) can be rewritten
as in the same way as proposed by Ferrari and Cribari-Neto (2004),by,
f(yj; ) =  ()
 () ((1  ))y
 1(1  y)(1 ) 1I(0;1)(y): (4)
In this case, the mean and dispersion parameters can be modeled as functions of
explanatory variables as it was proposed by Cepeda(2001), where joint modeling
of the mean and the dispersion parameter, as proposed initially, are dened,
respectively by,
logit(i) = x
0
i (5)
log(i) = z
0
i (6)
Inferences for the beta regression models have been discussed by many au-
thors under a classical inference approach (see for example, Paolino, 2001, or
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Ferrari and Cribari-Neto, 2004; Smithson and Verkuilen, 2006, and Simas et al.,
2010) or under a Bayesian approach (see for example, Cepeda, 2001; Branscum
et al., 2007). Nonlinear beta regression models were proposed by Cepeda and
Achcar (2010).
3 Beta autoregressive models
An autoregressive model is dened as Yt = 0 +
Pp
i=1 iYt i + t, where
0; 1; : : : ; p are the regression parameters of the model and  is a white noise.
Some restrictions are imposed in this model to be wide-sense stationary: the
roots of the polynomial,
P (z) = zp  
pX
i=1
iz
p i (7)
should fall within the unit circle. Thus, in the case of AR(1) models, j1j
should have a value at least equal to one. The variance and auto-covariance of
Yt, t = 1; 2; : : : ; n are given by:
V ar(Yt) =
0
1  20
and E(Yt; Yt k) =
2
1  2 jj
k (8)
In the context of beta regression models, let us assume that the mean follows
the model g() = h(t; xt;) + t where h is an appropriate real function, xt is
a vector of explanatory variables values, at time t, and t is a random variable,
that follows a stochastic stationary process. At this point, it is assumed that
t follows an autoregressive process, where,
t = 0 +
pX
i=1
it i + t (9)
and where t follows a normal distribution, t  N(0; 2). Thus, the beta
autoregressive models are dened as follows: we assume that Yt has a beta
distribution, that is, let Yt  Beta(t; ), t = 1; 2; : : : , where t = E(YtjYt k)
and V ar(YtjYt k) = t=. The random process Yt follows a beta regression
process if
g(t) = h(t; xt;) + 0 +
pX
i=1
it i + t (10)
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with t = g(Yt 1). In this denition, if the model follows the restriction given
by (7) , we say that the beta stochastic process is stationary.
4 The proposed model
For the modeling of meteorological data, with values in the open interval (0; 1),
we assume that the observations of the interest are generated from a conditional
beta probability distribution function, with conditional means t = E(YtjHt 1)
and conditional precision parameters given respectively by,
t = 0 +
qX
i=1
(1i cos(2fit) + 2i sin(2fit)) +
pX
i=1
iyt i (11)
log(t) = 0 +
sX
i=1
(1i cos(2fit) + 2i sin(2fit)) +
rX
i=1
iyt i (12)
In these models,  = f0; 1; : : : ; p, 11; : : : ; 1q, 21; : : : ; 1qg is the vector
of the mean parameters model and  = f0; 1; : : : ; r, 11; : : : ; 1s, 21; : : : ; 1sg
is the vector of the variance parameters model, respectively. The parameters
are estimated using a Bayesian aproach.
Special models can be proposed easily from this general model. As rst one,
we can assume a seasonal model, with mean given by (11) and autoregressive
precision without seasonal terms. As second one,we can assume a seasonal mean
model, with mean given by (11) and seasonal precision without autoregressive
terms. As a third one, we can assume a model with an autoregressive mean and
a variance model, without seasonal terms in the mean and in the precision. As
a fourth one, we can assume an autoregressive model, with a constant precision
parameter.
5 Rio Claro city air humidity time series analysis
5.1 A period model
In this section we introduce the seasonality present in the time series of monthly
air humidity. Thus, after the detrains of the time series, a spectral analysis is
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developed to determine the time periods to be considered in the mean and
variance model formulation.
In the spectral analysis, if the number of observations is T = 2q + 1, the
Fourier series, given by (13) is tted. In this equation, fi = i=T is the ith
harmonic of the fundamental frequency 1=T and, 0, 1i and 2i, i = 1; : : : ; q,
are the coecients.
zt = 0 +
qX
i=1
(1i cos(2fit) + 2i sin(2fit)) + ei (13)
The least square estimates of the coecients 0 and (1i; 2i), i = 1; 2; : : : q,
are given by,
b0 = 1
T
TX
t=1
zt; (14)
bi = 2
T
TX
t=1
zt cos(2fit); (15)
bi = 2
T
TX
t=1
zt sin(2fit): (16)
The periodogram then consists of the q = (T  1)=2 values of the intensities
at frequencies fi, i = 1; 2; : : : q, given by
I(fi) =
T
2
(b2i + b2i ) (17)
When T is even, we set T = 2q and (14), (15), (16) and (17) can be applied
for i = 1; 2; : : : ; (q   1), but we need to estimate aq, bq and I(fq) by,
bq = 1
T
TX
t=1
( 1)tzt; (18)
bq = 0; (19)
I(fq) = T b2q : (20)
(21)
Observe that the highest frequency is given by 0:5 cycle per day (time in-
terval) since the smallest period is 2 intervals. Figure 3 shows the periodogram
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for the frequencies fi, i = 1; 2; : : : ; n. In this gure we observe that the har-
monics of higher intensities correspond to the cycle (1=fi) of 26 and 52 days.
The coecients of these harmonics are presented in Table 1.
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Figure 2: Periodogram of the air humidity time series
Table 1: Ranges of sines and cosines of two harmonics of the mean of air
humidity time series.
i 1=fi bi bi
0 - 68.7664 -
6 52 -6.4829 3.0063
12 26 -2.1038 2.7019
The mean equation of the air humidity time series is given by,
zt = 0+6 cos

2
52
t

+6 sin

2
52
t

+12 cos

2
26
t

+12 sin

2
26
t

(22)
5.2 A Seasonal mean autoregressive model
A beta seasonal model with an order one for the autoregressive term has been
tted to the air humidity data. In this way, the mean and dispersion models are
given respectively, by equations (23) and (24), respectively, where ei  N(0; 2e ).
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In this application, independent normal prior distributions N(0, 10k), with k
= 2, was assumed for the parameters of the models. The initial values were
considered to be equal to zero, except for 0 and 0. For the parameter 0 a
negative values for the initial values, for example  4 is a good choice. For 20
we assume a gamma distribution (G(0:001; 0:001).
logit(i) = 0 + 1cos(2ti=52) + 2sin(2ti=52)
+3cos(2ti=26) + 4sin(2ti=26) + 5logit(Yi 1) (23)
i = exp(0 + ei) (24)
The parameter estimates (Monte Carlo estimates of the posterior means) for
the parameters obtained using a simulated sample of the joint posterior distribu-
tion for the parameters of the models using the WinBugs software(Spielgelhalter
et al., 2003) for the assumed model (23) and their respective standard deviations
are given in Table (2). Let us denote this model as \Model I". Convergence
of the Gibbs sampling simulation algorithm was observed from standard trace
plots for simulated samples for each parameter. For this model the logarithm
of the likelihood function evaluated at the obtained estimates for the param-
eters of interest is given by 2logL = 834:852 and the respective DIC value
by  820:766. The estimate for the variance of the random eect is given by
^2e = 0:020(0:054).
Table 2: Beta mean seasonal regression model estimates.
Parameter 0 1 2 3 4 5 0
Mod. I 0:5871
(0:0469)
 0:2084
(0:0296)
0:1029
(0:0256)
 0:0647
(0:0250)
0:0864
(0:0253)
0:2675
(0:0535)
3:919
(0:0842)
Mod. II  0:1175
(0:1805)
 0:2002
(0:0310)
0:1027
(0:0246)
 0:0615
(0:0251)
0:0837
(0:0249)
1:342
(0:2615)
3:935
(0:0876)
As a second model, denoted as \model II" we assume a model similar to the
model dened by (23)and (24), but with the original variables Yt 1 instead of the
transformation logit(Yt 1). The estimates of the mean parameters of \Model
II", are also given in Table 2. The posterior mean and standard deviation of
the variance for the random eects are given by e = 0:04979(0:07365). For
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this model, (see Table 2) the logarithm of the likelihood function evaluated at
the obtained estimates for the parameters of the model is given by 2log(L) =
841:451 and the DIC value is given by  821:419. From the DIC values we can
see that the "Model II" is better tted by the data than the \Model I", given
that its DIC value is the smallest one.
6 Seasonal mean and dispersion models
In this section, double seasonal beta regression models are proposed to analyze
the air humidity data. Thus, beta regression models with mean model given by
equation (23) and dispersion model given by
log(i) = 0 + 1cos(2ti=52) + 2sin(=52) + 3sin(=26) + ei (25)
are considered, where ei  N(0; 2e). Let us denote this model as \Model III" .
Assuming independent normal prior distributions as in the last section, samples
of the posterior distribution were generated using the WinBugs software. The
estimates of the mean parameters of \model III" are given in Table 3. The
estimates of the precision parameters and their standard deviations are given
in Table 4. For this model the logarithm of the likelihood function evaluated
at the estimates of the parameters of interest is given by 2LogL = 846:669 and
the DIC criterion gives the value  824:450.
Table 3: Double seasonal models: mean parameter estimates.
Parameter 0 1 2 3 4 5
Model-III 0:5847
(0:04677)
 0:2068
(0:03)
0:09414
(0:0255)
 0:06676
(0:02576)
0:08844
(0:02487)
0:2708
(0:05421)
Model-IV  0:09075
(0:1816)
 0:2042
(0:03064)
0:09492
(0:02541)
 0:0643
(0:02551)
0:08558
(0:02499)
1:304
(0:2635)
Another model denoted as "Model IV" is considered assuming the mean and
dispersion beta regression model, with mean given by (23) and precision given
by (25), but with Yt 1 instead of logit(Yt 1). For this model, the parameter
estimates of the mean model also are given Table 3. The parameter estimates
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for the precision parameter model considering, denoted as \Model-VI" also are
given in Table 4. The logarithm of the likelihood function evaluated at their
parameter estimates is given by logL = 847:460 and the DIC criterion gives the
value  824:520.
Table 4: Beta mean seasonal models: precision parameter estimates.
Mod 0 1 2 3 
2
e
Model III 3:937
(0:08246)
 0:1127
(0:1129)
 0:2812
(0:1162)
0:1819
(0:1165)
0:008216
(0:01724)
Model IV 3:945
(0:0849)
 0:1082
(0:1153)
 0:2769
(0:1172)
0:1761
(0:1157)
0:02926
(0:06146)
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Figure 3: (a) Air humidity series data (continuous line) and t mean (diseased
line) for double seasonal model. (b) Fitted variance time series.
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The results of this statistical analysis show that the models that include
seasonal modeling in the mean and precision are the best ones, given that their
DIC values are smaller than the DIC values of the models without seasonal
terms in the precision model. Figure 3(a) is a good graphical illustration of
the agreement between the data and the tted mean, showing the performance
of the proposed models. From Figure 3(b), obtained using the equation 2 =
(1 )
+1 , we can observe the behavior of the tted variance.
7 Conclusions
In this paper, new beta regression models are proposed, to model meteorolog-
ical data series as levels of rainfall, temperature or levels of air humidity. In
these new modeling approaches, both the mean and precision parameters were
modeled, which gives a great exibility of t for the data, as it was observed
in the data application considering the air humidity time series. The Bayesian
methodology used to nd posterior estimates of the parameters showed good
performance to analyze the proposed data set. The use of available, gives a
great computational simplication in the analysis of the data. It is important
to point out that the use of a Bayesian approach also permits the use of ex-
isting prior opinion, usualy avaliable in the meteorological time series. These
results could be of great interest for statisticians and environmental researchers
working with meteorological data series.
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